This course was designed to give the participant a full and comprehensive overview of the various programs used to administer and monitor MPD Tasks and Operator specific Tasks in a multi operator environment.

Course Objectives

Upon completion of this course, you will be able to:

- Manually define a new Master Maintenance Program (MMP) which will serve as the data source for several Operator Maintenance Programs (OMP’s)
- Define MMP Tasks
- Understand how to extract an OMP and related OMP Taskcards from a MMP
- Edit OMP Tasks and Taskcards
- Generate Operator Specific Tasks and Taskcards
- Pre-set and Initialise taskcards
- Perform MMP and OMP Revisions (including Temporary Revisions)
- Understand how different Taskcards types are handled in AMOS
- Extract various reports
- Understand planning/production flows in the workpackage context, (incl. WP recollection after MP revision)
- Create and initialise checks
- Review taskcards accomplishments and history
- Setup and use of approval control for MP / Taskcards
- Taskcard next due calculation options

Course Topics

- Maintenance Programs definition and revision (multi operator mode) – APN 249 & APN 1934
- Checks Creation and Initialisation(APNs 1895;281;753)
- Taskcard Reports and History review(APNs 673;2151;876;712)
- Overview of the planning/production flow (workpackage and report back) and of the TC recollection after MP revision (APNs 1418;1844;58;288)
- Overview of Approval control for MP and Taskcards(APNs 1442;2110;2111)
- Additional related Programs and Topics
**Who should attend**
Department involved in the definition, administration, review and control of Maintenance Programs in AMOS.

**Prerequisite**
AMOS Basics Training  
Maintenance Programs Multi Operator Part 1 (E-learning)

**Skill**
Advanced

**Type**
Classroom

**Duration**
2.5 day

**Times**
Please check our website [http://swiss-as.com/training.do](http://swiss-as.com/training.do) and/or your letter of invitation for the exact time.

**Training Costs**
See Pricelist

**Registration**
Please register your participant(s) via [www.swiss-as.com](http://www.swiss-as.com).